My Turtle Report

I eat...

I live.

I protect myself... http://learninginaction.com

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area...
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My Turtle Report

Name: ___________________________ Date: 23/03/2012

I eat... Luke grass ✓

Look grass

In a little pond

She live...

I protect myself..... hiding in a cave ✓

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area....

Lays not many eggs.
My Turtle Report

I eat...

I live...

I protect myself....

lots of little turtles pretend to be a big turtle

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area....
My Turtle Report

I eat... gelleyfish

I live... sea

I protect myself... stay hide

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area... die
My Turtle Report

Name: ___________________________ Date: 5012th March

I eat...
- Tely fish
- see grass

I live...
- rivers
- lackes

I protect myself...
- with their shell

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area...
- They would dry...

Great use of words!
My Turtle Report

I eat...

I live...

I protect myself....

What would happen if people built a resort on the turtles nesting area....